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ABSTRACT 
 
The structure physical parameters identification based on vibration test was 
researched and developed widely, the shape and function of the structures become 
more and more complication, unknown input and incomplete measured output 
information are factors restraining the development and application of structural 
damage identification. In view of those factors, a two-stage damage detection strategy 
has been proposed by the authors for detecting structural local damage under limited 
input and output measurements. And a new method is proposed for structural damage 
detection of multi-story shear buildings under unknown earthquake excitation with 
partial observations of absolute acceleration responses. This thesis also combines with 
the advanced wireless smart sensor network system, proposes an automatic damage 
detection technique. 
Through large studies of structural damage identification in civil engineering, 
structural damage and load identification under unknown input with limited output 
based on structural parameters detection is an important problem, thus the background 
of this dissertation is introduced firstly.  
Based on prior researches, a new method has been proposed and extended to 
detect structural local damage in complex structures based on overlapping mass 
substructure approach. A two-stage damage detection strategy is developed with 
application to the Phase I ASCE SHM Benchmark building to test its efficiency. 
Based on sequential application of the extended Kalman estimator for the extended 
state vector and the least squares estimation for the unknown input, structural 
parameters above the first story of a shear building can be identified. Then, with the 
analysis of absolute acceleration responses in frequency domain and the peak-picking 
method for the estimation of natural frequencies of the building, structural parameters 
of the first story can be identified from the frequency equation. Finally, the unknown 
earthquake excitation can be identified via the newmark-β numerical integration 
solution for a first-order differential equation. It is shown by a five-story and a 
fifteen-story shear building based on substructure approach numerical examples that 
the proposed method can identify structural parameters and the earthquake excitation 
with good accuracy. An actual experiment proved the method identifies the actual 
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Finally, the damage diagnosis method program has been writeen in the smart 
sensing microprocessor chip, combines with the advanced wireless smart sensor 
network system, proposes an automatic damage detection technology on structures. 
The efficiency has been shown by a vibration experiment of eight-story shear 
building. 
 
Key words: Structural damage identification; limited output;unknown input； 
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故，造成了 16 辆汽车坠入河中，22 人受伤，事故现场调查结果表明，该桥桥基
早已裸露，台风造成河水暴涨，桥基被冲垮，导致大桥下陷断裂[3]。2001 年 11
月 7 日,宜宾南门大桥吊杆与桥梁联结部位突然断裂,导致两端桥面塌落,一辆公


































































































































进，提出了一系列的新型 小二乘法，如递推 小二乘法、加权 小二乘算法、
阻尼 小二乘法和全 小二乘法等[16]。 
卡尔曼滤波算法是20世纪60年代初在工程控制领域发展起来的一个现代估
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